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Parry's Valuation and Investment Tables
An introductory, first year text on property valuation with a clear, well-defined
structure based around the five valuation methods.

Investment Valuation
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business degree programs
throughout the country. Damodaran's revisions to "Investment Valuation" are an
addition to the needs of these programs.

Property Development
"The purpose of this book is to provide practical guidance to real estate appraisers
about how to manage liability risk associated with their professional work and the
operation of appraisal firms. Part I of this book introduces the essential concepts
for managing risk related to appraisal work. The guidance provided in this part of
the book applies to all types of appraisal assignments. Part II focuses on unique
issues relating to specific types of work and particular scenarios. Finally, Part III
addresses several special risks relating to the operation of appraisal firms that
have arisen in recent years"--

Interests and Behaviours of Real Estate Market Actors in
Commercial Property Valuation
This new edition of the ‘all in one' textbook for thepostgraduate study of valuation
on real estate courses retains itsfocus on the valuation and appraisal of
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commercial and industrialproperty across investment, development and occupier
markets. It isstructured from the client perspective and coverssingle-asset pricing,
risk and return issues. The structure of the book has been substantially revised.
Part Aintroduces the key microeconomic principles, focussing on land as aresource,
production functions, supply and demand and pricedetermination. The locational
aspect of real estate is alsointroduced. Macroeconomic considerations are
categorised bythe main market sectors (and their function); the market for
land(development), for space (occupation) and for money(investment). The
economic context is set and the author thenexplains why property valuations are
required and discusses themain determinants of value and how they might
beidentified. The mathematics required to financially quantifyvalue determinants
are also introduced. Part B of the bookdescribes the methods of valuation; Part C
applies these methods tothe valuation of a range of property types for a wide
variety ofpurposes; and Part D covers investment and developmentappraisal. The
author introduces valuation activities from a broad economicperspective, setting
valuation in its business finance context andcombining its academic and practical
roots. Changes in thissecond edition include: less daunting economics expanded
companion website with PowerPoint slides forlecturers, self-test Questions &
Answers for students: see ahref="http://www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation
"www.wiley.com/go/wyattpropertyvaluation/a up-to-date case studies and sample
valuations reference to the newly-published Red Book (thevaluer’s bible) Property
Valuation with its user-friendly format, usingtried-and-tested teaching and learning
devices and a clear writingstyle, remains the core text for students on real estate,
estatemanagement and land economy degree courses, as well as forfast-track
conversion courses for non-cognate graduates.

Risk Management for Real Estate Appraisers and Appraisal
Firms
First published in 1913, Richard Parry’s Valuation and Investment Tables has since
become an essential tool for students and professionals in the study and practice
of valuation and appraisal. The book provides a comprehensive set of some 30
different valuation and investment tables in one volume. In practice today,
calculations are required for a variety of purposes which often justify more than
one approach. With this in mind, Internal Rates of Return tables have been
retained in a modified form. Using these tables, both growth and non-growth
scenarios can be analysed for a more detailed appraisal of specific freehold
property investments and to provide a basis for more in-depth investment advice.
The Life Tables have been removed and replaced with a guide to calculating life
interests from up to date census data. Although the tables will be used mainly by
students and practising surveyors, they will also be useful to accountants and
others concerned with various types of investment and financial calculations. That
the book has reached its centenary year and thirteenth edition is a testament to its
acclaim by the valuation and property professions in an era of calculators,
smartphones and sophisticated spread sheet software and furthermore a tribute to
the historical importance of Parry’s original vision and continued legacy. In
celebration of this milestone year there will be a limited edition leather slip cased
version of the book available.
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Intellectual Property Valuation
The highly experienced authors of the Guide to Intangible Asset Valuation define
and explain the disciplined process of identifying assets that have clear economic
benefit, and provide an invaluable framework within which to value these assets.
With clarity and precision the authors lay out the critical process that leads you
through the description, identification and valuation of intangible assets. This book
helps you: Describe the basic types of intangible assets Find and identify intangible
assets Provide guidelines for valuing those assets The Guide to Intangible Asset
Valuation delivers matchless knowledge to intellectual property experts in law,
accounting, and economics. This indispensable reference focuses strictly on
intangible assets which are of particular interest to valuation professionals,
bankruptcy experts and litigation lawyers. Through illustrative examples and clear
modeling, this book makes abstract concepts come to life to help you deliver
strong and accurate valuations.

Modern Methods of Valuation
An Introduction to Real Estate Finance serves as the core of knowledge for a singlesemester first course in real estate finance. Unlike other real estate finance
textbooks, with their encyclopedic but often stale details, it combines a short
traditional text with a living website. The book gives students and professors highly
applied information, and its regularly updated online features makes it especially
useful for this practitioner-oriented audience. It covers fundamental topics such as
accounting and tax, mortgages, capital markets, REITs and more. It also addresses
the 2008 financial crisis and its impact on the real estate profession. This text is a
valuable companion for students of real estate finance as well as financial analysts,
portfolio managers, investors and other professionals in the field. Offers a concise,
efficient, "finance-centric" alternative to traditional real estate finance texts
Website gives readers the tools to find current information about their own areas
of specialization—a unique approach not found in other real estate finance
textbooks Gives students and professors the material to examine every subject in
broad and highly detailed terms

An Introduction to Property Valuation
Introduction to Property Valuation
Since its publication this book has become the standard for both students studying
for their examinations and practitioners needing a comprehensive reference book
covering rating law, valuation and, importantly, practice. This third edition brings
the reader up to date with the changes for the 2010 Rating Revaluation,
developments in case law, the new appeals regulations and current approaches to
valuing many classes of hereditament, as well as highlighting the differences
between cases in England and Wales. The book is well illustrated with example
valuations showing both methods of valuation and the variety of property
surveyors come across in practice. The authors have extensive experience in the
subject and regularly lecture on rating, valuation and taxation matters.
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Property Valuation
Valuation and Sale of Residential Property is aimed at all those studying for a
qualification or already practising as residential valuers, surveyors and estate
agents. It provides valuable information on all elements of the home sales process,
enabling professionals to give advice on market value, the best means for sale,
condition and financial arrangements. Topics covered include: determinants of
value and provision of the valuation agency, auction and taking instructions
mortgage valuation and survey legal process and types of tenure investment and
return. The author considers these topics against a background of wide legislative
change and draws on the standard guidelines set down by the RICS and NAEA. This
third edition, written at a time of rapid change in the home-selling market, details
the processes and procedures for dealing with this ever-evolving market. Whatever
your level of seniority, this book will help you stay ahead of the game and present
sound advice to clients at any stage of the process.

Valuation and Sale of Residential Property
"In this book, we attempt to cover some frequently asked questions on intellectual
property and intangible assets and to engage in brief discussions on the subject of
identifying value. We identify many of the main types of intellectual property and
intangible assets. We also look at the primary, traditional, and not-so-traditional
methods of valuing these assets and include case studies and various situations in
which the valuation of these assets is required." -- from the Introduction, p. 3.

Property Valuation Techniques
This book addresses several problems related to automated valuation
methodologies (AVM). Following the non-agency mortgage crisis, it offers a variety
of approaches to improve the efficiency and quality of an automated valuation
methodology (AVM) dealing with emerging problems and different contexts. Spatial
issue, evolution of AVM standards, multilevel models, fuzzy and rough set
applications and quantitative methods to define comparables are just some of the
topics discussed.

Rating Valuation
Property Valuation Principles is a user-friendly introduction to property valuation
for students and practitioners who are new to the subject. Packed with worked
examples and photos, the text covers the five main methods of valuation, their
application in a variety of markets and their relation to the wider economic
context. The second edition features: ■ Discussion on the impact of sustainability
on valuation. ■ Photographs to illustrate different property characteristics and
settings. ■ Even more worked examples, including buy-to-let residential properties
and affordable housing.

Know Your Price
This monograph critically reviews and updates real estate valuation theory, which
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is based on neoclassical economics, in light of developments in heterodox
economic theory. Building on a comprehensive historical account of the evolution
of value theory, the book uses new institutional economics theory and critical
realism as lenses through which problems in standard valuation theory and
practice are expatiated, and as the foundation for an alternative theory. The new
theory is employed to explain major problems in real estate valuation that are
beyond the capability of the standard theory, such as price bubbles in real estate
markets, anchoring bias, client influence and valuation under uncertain market
conditions.

An Introduction to Property Valuation
"Property Development" includes such considerations as the objectives, functions,
roles and methods of operation of all those involved in the development process,
the financial aspects of development, social considerations, planning matters, and
others, providing readers with the opportunity to develop their understanding of
and their expertise in, the subject.

Guide to Intangible Asset Valuation
This book provides a single text for postgraduate study of valuation on real estate
courses. After a general introduction to the property market and the economic
ideas that underlie valuation, it introduces the theory of valuation as a set of
analysis techniques for identifying and understanding market signals in a financial
context. The final section of the book, describes the three categories of market
players who rely on valuation advice – the developer, investor and occupier. 'all in
one' text for postgraduate study of valuation on real estate courses ● sets
valuation in its business finance context ● User-friendly and accessible format
using tried and tested teaching and learning devices ● Balanced treatment of
theory and practice – with extensive use of examples ● Accompanying website
with applications: www.blackwellpublishing.com/wyatt

Commercial Property Valuation
To fully function in today’s global real estate industry, students and professionals
increasingly need to understand how to implement essential and cutting-edge
quantitative techniques. This book presents an easy-to-read guide to applying
quantitative analysis in real estate aimed at non-cognate undergraduate and
masters students, and meets the requirements of modern professional practice.
Through case studies and examples illustrating applications using data sourced
from dedicated real estate information providers and major firms in the industry,
the book provides an introduction to the foundations underlying statistical data
analysis, common data manipulations and understanding descriptive statistics,
before gradually building up to more advanced quantitative analysis, modelling
and forecasting of real estate markets. Our examples and case studies within the
chapters have been specifically compiled for this book and explicitly designed to
help the reader acquire a better understanding of the quantitative methods
addressed in each chapter. Our objective is to equip readers with the skills needed
to confidently carry out their own quantitative analysis and be able to interpret
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empirical results from academic work and practitioner studies in the field of real
estate and in other asset classes. Both undergraduate and masters level students,
as well as real estate analysts in the professions, will find this book to be essential
reading.

International Valuation Standards
It is now 25 years since the first edition of this book was written, and the objectives
of the fifth edition remain the same as those of the first edition, that is to provide
"an introduction to and general background reading for the subject of property
valuation". It is directed not just at would be surveyors and valuers, but at all those
who may be interested in getting an understanding of property valuation.

Legal Issues in Property Valuation and Taxation
Whether you?re a first-time real estate investor or a seasoned professional, The
Complete Guide to Buying and Selling Apartment Buildings helps you map out your
future, find apartment buildings at a fair price, finance purchases, and manage
your properties. Now revised and expanded, this Second Edition includes tax
planning advice, case studies of real acquisitions, and appendixes that add detail
to the big picture. Plus, it includes a handy glossary of all the terms investors need
to know, helpful sample forms that make paperwork quick and easy, and updated
real estate forecasts. With this comprehensive guide at hand you?ll find profits
easy to come by.

An Introduction to Property Valuation
An Introduction to Real Estate Finance
Indigenous Peoples and Real Estate Valuation
A comprehensive reference for valuation of intangible assets Intellectual Property,
Valuation, Exploitation, and Infringement Damages provides in-depth, up-to-date
guidance about the valuation of intangible assets. Covering patents, trademarks,
copyrights, trade secrets, and more, this book describes the standards, best
practices, and case law relating to valuation, licensing, and infringement damages.
Intellectual property strategies are examined from a business economic
standpoint, and analytical models are provided to streamline the calculation of
valuations, licensing royalty rates, and fair equity splits in joint venture
arrangements. Designed to ease the task of attaching monetary value to intangible
assets, this invaluable reference includes extensive practical guidance including
sample royalty rate information, diffusion sales forecasting models, detailed
treatment of investment rate of return, and the valuation of early-stage
technology. Intellectual property is rapidly becoming a major profit center for an
increasing number of companies, who may invest billions of dollars in development
of an irreplaceable asset. This book provides an authoritative reference for
exploiting this property to its fullest extent, and quantifying its actual economic
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value. Now that intangible assets are becoming the cornerstones of corporations,
applying a logical, analytical approach to valuation has become more important
than ever. Intellectual Property, Valuation, Exploitation, and Infringement Damages
provides expert guidance for each stage of the asset's life cycle, with
recommended procedures and strategies grounded in case law and real-world
practice.

Housing Development
An entry level introduction to valuation methodology, this book gives a
straightforward narrative treatment to the subject matter with a multitude of
examples and illustrations, contained in an easy to read format. There is a strong
emphasis on the practical aspects of valuation, as well as on the principles and
application of the full range of valuation methods. This book will serve as an
important text for students new to the topic and experienced practitioners alike.
Topics covered include: property ownership concepts of value the role of the valuer
property inspection property markets and economics residential property prices
and the economy commercial and industrial property methods of valuation
conventional freehold investment valuations conventional leasehold investment
valuations discounted cash flow contemporary growth explicit methods of
valuation principles of property investment.

Property Valuation
Advances in Automated Valuation Modeling
International Valuation Standards: a guide to the valuation of real property assets
is an essential road map to using the new International Valuation Standards in
everyday practice for real estate assets, explains their content, application and
operation. It shows how to value assets including property, plant and equipment
and is written in an explanatory style using commonly understood business English
with as little jargon as possible. It takes a thematic format, focusing on the
application of IVSs to investment property and owner-occupied property with the
author addressing valuation instruction, operation and reporting under IVSs.

Introducing Property Valuation
This "go-to" book for lawyers, law students, and policy makers brings together
important legal cases and materials on the fundamental legal issues concerning
valuation, tax policy, and the property tax.

Intellectual Property
A practical guide to the best approaches for commercial real estate value
assessment Commercial Property Valuation provides a comprehensive examination
of principles and methods of determining the accurate value of commercial assets.
This invaluable resource covers all key elements of commercial property valuation,
including valuation queries, real estate report structure, market analysis,
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capitalization and discount rates estimation, and more. This book details the
economic characteristics unique to commercial property and illustrates propertyspecific risk factors and mitigation strategies. Drawing from years of professional
and academic experience, the authors provide accurate information on multiple
valuation approaches suitable for commercial real estate such as sales
comparison, income capitalization and residual land value. Favoring real-world
practicality over complex formulas, this book provides a powerful set of tools to
assist readers in selecting and applying the best valuation approach to various
situations. Actual case studies of office buildings, hotels, high street retails, and
residential developments allow readers to understand and apply appropriate
valuation methodologies. Commercial property is a major investment class that
offers abundant opportunities but poses unique risks. Thorough and inclusive
knowledge is essential to success in this complex and competitive sector of real
estate. This book provides expert coverage of critical topics allowing readers to:
Identify the unique economic characteristics and potential risks of commercial real
estate valuation and investment Focus on methods specific to commercial real
estate valuation Learn how to select and apply the appropriate valuation method in
a variety of scenarios Access sample Excel spreadsheets and ancillary online
resources including slides and useful Internet links Commercial Property Valuation
is an essential resource for investors, appraisers, consultants, accountants, and
students in real estate courses.

Principles of Valuation
This classic text has been updated to meet the needs of today’s students. It has
been revised in line with the 2011 seventh edition of the RICS Valuation Standards
and covers the latest valuation techniques including the important area of
investment appraisals. It will help readers understand the complex world of
property valuation, in particular: how to analyze market rents and sales prices to
derive market evidence to support an opinion of market value the investment
method of valuation and how it’s applied in practice how specific legal factors can
impact on market value when they interfere with market forces what the market
and the profession may consider to be the ‘right’ methodology in today’s market
place how to use spreadsheets in valuation. This new edition places a particular
emphasis on investment valuations and the impact of landlord and tenant
relationships on value. The text has always been well regarded for its clear
explanations of the maths behind valuations, and practical examples are provided
to illustrate the valuation techniques used today for property investments,
property developments and properties valued with reference to their business
profits.

Real Estate Principles: A Value Approach
The new and improved eleventh edition of this essential valuation textbook reflects
the changes in the property market since 2009, whilst presenting the tried and
tested study of the principles governing the valuation of land, houses and buildings
of the previous editions. The eleventh edition is fully up-to-date with latest
guidelines, statutes and case law, including the implications of the latest RICS Red
Book and the Localism Act. Its comprehensive coverage of the legal, economic and
technical aspects of valuation make this book a core text for most University and
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College Real Estate Programmes and to provide trainees (APC Candidates) and
practitioners with current and relevant guidance on the preparation of valuations
for statutory purposes. Over the twenty eight chapters, the author team of
experienced valuation experts present detailed accounts of the application of
these principles to the everyday problems met in practice. This new edition
continues to be of excellent value to both students and practitioners alike as it
provides the reader with a clear understanding of the methods and techniques of
valuation.

Introduction to Valuation
Expert direction on interpretation and application of standards of value Written by
Jay Fishman, Shannon Pratt, and William Morrison—three renowned valuation
practitioners—Standards of Value, Second Edition discusses the interaction
between valuation theory and its judicial and regulatory application. This insightful
book addresses standards of value (SOV) as applied in four distinct contexts:
estate and gift taxation; shareholder dissent and oppression; divorce; and financial
reporting. Here, you will discover some of the intricacies of performing services in
these venues. Features new case law in topics including personal good will and
estate and gift tax, and updated to cover the new standards issued since the first
edition Includes an updated compendium discussing the standards of value by
state, new case law covering divorce, personal goodwill, and estate and gift tax,
and coverage of newly issues financial standards Shows how the Standard of Value
sets the appraisal process in motion and includes the combination of a review of
court cases with the valuator's perspective Addresses the codification of GAAP and
updates SOV in individual states Get Standards of Value, Second Edition and
discover the underlying intricacies involved in determining "value."

Property Valuation Tables
Housing Development brings together information on housing production, housing
provision and the housing environment, highlighting the theoretical and policy
contexts in which housing development takes place as an integrated process.

Valuation
Valuation: Theories and Concepts provides an understanding on how to value
companies that employ non-standard accounting procedures, particularly
companies in emerging markets and those that require a wider variety of options
than standard texts provide. The book offers a broader, more holistic perspective
that is perfectly suited to companies and worldwide markets. By emphasizing
cases on valuation, including mergers and acquisition valuation, it responds to the
growing expectation that students and professionals must generate
comprehensive perspectives based on thorough investigations and a library of
valuation theories. Readers will gain a better understanding of the development of
complete analyses, including trend analysis of financial parameters, ratio analysis,
and differing perspectives on valuation and strategic initiatives. Case studies
include stock market performance and synergies and the intrinsic value of the firm
are compared with offer price. In addition, full data sets for each chapter are
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available online. Provides an understanding on how to value companies that
employ non-standard accounting procedures, particularly companies in emerging
markets Gives readers the ability to compare the intrinsic value of the firm with the
offer price Showcases a variety of valuation techniques and provides details about
handling each part of the valuation process Each case has data in excel
spreadsheets for all companies, and data sets for each chapter are available online

Property Valuation Principles
It is now 25 years since the first edition of this book was written, and the objectives
of the fifth edition remain the same as those of the first edition, that is to provide
"an introduction to and general background reading for the subject of property
valuation". It is directed not just at would be surveyors and valuers, but at all those
who may be interested in getting an understanding of property valuation.

Standards of Value
Property Valuation
Sponsored by the American Real Estate Society (ARES), Indigenous Peoples and
Real Estate Valuation addresses a wide variety of timely issues relating to property
ownership, rights, and use, including: ancestral burial, historical record of
occupancy, treaty implementation problems, eminent domain, the effects of large
governmental change, financing projects under formal and informal title or deed
document systems, exclusive ownership vs. non-exclusive use rights, public land
ownership, tribal or family land claims, insurgency and war, legal systems of
ownership, prior government expropriation of lands, moral obligation to indigenous
peoples, colonial occupation, and common land leases. These issues can also be
broadly grouped into topics, such as conflict between indigenous and western
property rights, communal land ownership, land transfer by force, legacy issues
related to past colonization and apartheid, and metaphysical/indigenous land
value.

Real Estate Valuation Theory
The deliberate devaluation of Blacks and their communities has had very real, farreaching, and negative economic and social effects. An enduring white
supremacist myth claims brutal conditions in Black communities are mainly the
result of Black people’s collective choices and moral failings. “That’s just how they
are” or “there’s really no excuse”: we’ve all heard those not so subtle digs. But
there is nothing wrong with Black people that ending racism can’t solve. We
haven’t known how much the country will gain by properly valuing homes and
businesses, family structures, voters, and school districts in Black neighborhoods.
And we need to know. Noted educator, journalist, and scholar Andre Perry takes
readers on a tour of six Black-majority cities whose assets and strengths are
undervalued. Perry begins in his hometown of Wilkinsburg, a small city east of
Pittsburgh that, unlike its much larger neighbor, is struggling and failing to attract
new jobs and industry. Bringing his own personal story of growing up in BlackPage 10/13
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majority Wilkinsburg, Perry also spotlights five others where he has deep
connections: Detroit, Birmingham, New Orleans, Atlanta, and Washington, D.C. He
provides an intimate look at the assets that should be of greater value to
residents—and that can be if they demand it. Perry provides a new means of
determining the value of Black communities. Rejecting policies shaped by flawed
perspectives of the past and present, it gives fresh insights on the historical effects
of racism and provides a new value paradigm to limit them in the future. Know
Your Price demonstrates the worth of Black people’s intrinsic personal strengths,
real property, and traditional institutions. These assets are a means of
empowerment and, as Perry argues in this provocative and very personal book, are
what we need to know and understand to build Black prosperity.

Applied Quantitative Analysis for Real Estate
The third edition of Property Valuation Techniques offers a comprehensive and
student-friendly exploration of the application of property valuation and appraisal
techniques. Thoroughly revised and re-structured, it covers topics including risk,
residential lease extensions, enfranchisement and cash flows. This third edition provides more material on sustainability in relation to property value - uses a
wealth of worked examples to apply theory to real-world problems - includes tips
on how to structure appraisals in Excel® spreadsheets - features self-assessment
questions to test and reinforce your understanding Detailed yet accessible,
Property Valuation Techniques is ideal reading both for those students new to the
subject and those looking to extend their knowledge, and for practitioners looking
to refresh and develop their understanding of property valuation.

The Income Approach to Property Valuation
This book is a theory-led conceptual account of the Principal-Agent problem and
related concepts of Behavioural Real Estate economics, a decade after the real
estate crisis of 2008. Data from 52 qualitative interviews undertaken with
appraisers, real estate brokers, and property owners is used to argue that the
reality is more nuanced and influenced by the interests of the different real estate
market actors. The book provides a sketch of the relationship dynamics between
real estate investors and service providers in the markets of Austria and Central
and Eastern Europe. While the investors manage real estate portfolios and have to
deal with particular legal systems, regulations, and norms, they often appoint
service providers who have a comprehensive understanding of the local context.
This work aims to highlight that this relationship between the real estate market
actors creates an information asymmetry that may constitute the basis of conflicts
of interest as well as Principal-Agent problems. Furthermore, the work underlines
that the services provided by appraisers and real estate brokers to investors may
strongly influence the profit the investor can generate from a transaction. It could
be therefore inferred that the investor inclines towards a certain type of result from
a service provider over the others. The present research has revealed that the
investors are guided by certain interests and undertake to steer the service
providers in a favoured direction. This book is essential reading for anyone
interested in the nuances of Behavioural Economics and real estate.
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The Complete Guide to Buying and Selling Apartment Buildings
This new edition of bestselling textbook Introducing Property Valuation provides
students with a comprehensive introduction to the concepts and methods of
valuing real estate, helping them to progress successfully from basic principles to a
more sophisticated understanding. Taking a practically oriented rather than purely
theoretical approach, the textbook equips readers with the skills to undertake their
own valuation calculations. Fully updated to reflect recent developments in
regulation and practice, experienced tutor and valuer Michael Blackledge
demonstrates how the principles can be applied in professional practice in line with
the requirements and guidance provided by the International Valuation Standards
Council and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Online material
accompanies the new edition with Q&As and pre-programmed excel spreadsheets
enabling students to prepare their own calculations. The five traditional methods of
valuation are outlined and the practical applications of the two main approaches,
the comparison and investment methods, are fully explored. The use of discounted
cash flow and quarterly in advance calculations, topics which are not always
adequately covered elsewhere, are also explained. Accessibly written with a full
range of worked examples, case studies, clear chapter summaries and extensive
further reading suggestions, this book is essential for any student of real estate
and its valuation.

An Introduction to Property Valuation
For the third edition, the author has revised his popular text and enlarged the
chapters on the valuation of freehold and leasehold interests, discounted cash flow
techniques and methods of valuation. An additional chapter on computer
applications has been provided. This is a valuable text for first stage valuation
examinations for professional degree and diploma courses and includes fully
worked examples and self-test questions.
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